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A new method to measure the time-dependent coherence of both homogeneously and inhomo
neously broadened optical excitations in solids is presented. The coherence degree of resonantly exc
light emission is deduced from the intensity fluctuations over the emission directions (speckles). Th
method determines the decays of intensity and coherence separately, thus distinguishing lifetime fro
pure dephasing. The secondary emission of excitons in semiconductor quantum wells is investigate
Here the combination of static disorder and inelastic scattering leads to a partially coherent emissio
The temperature dependence is well explained by phonon scattering. [S0031-9007(98)08270-2]
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Light emission from resonantly excited excitons in sem
conductor nanostructures receives continued interest.
particular, the exciton dynamics after a short-pulse exci
tion and the temporal coherence of the emission are d
cussed in recent literature [1–6]. The conversion of t
excitation light into a scattering (nonspecular) directio
which differs from the transmitted, reflected, or possib
diffracted directions, involves scattering. The degree
temporal and spatial coherence between the emitted
the exciting light fields thus contains information abou
the internal scattering processes, which include interfa
roughness, phonon emission, and exciton-exciton inter
tion. If static disorder dominates, the scattering is elas
and is called Rayleigh scattering, preserving the temp
ral coherence. The other extreme is (incoherent) lumin
cence, which has lost all phase memory. In time-resolv
experiments, a distinction between the two cases is som
times rather difficult. To avoid any preoccupation, th
neutral notion of “secondary emission” has been intr
duced by others and will also be used here. Using t
polarization and time-resolved secondary emission of e
citons from a multiple quantum well (MQW) measure
with a streak camera, Stolzet al. [1] deduced the coherent
and incoherent intensities assuming polarization propert
of these components. Femtosecond up-conversion exp
ments on MQWs by Wanget al. [2] and by Haackeet al.
[3] measured the dynamics of the secondary emission
tensity, but provide only indirect information about its na
ture considering the initial dynamics. Theory predicted
quadratic rise for the Rayleigh component, but a linear o
for the luminescence [3]. More conclusive are interfer
metric correlation measurements. Two-pulse interfer
metric excitation with variable detection bandwidth use
by Gurioli et al. [4] allows only for homogeneously broad-
ened resonances to distinguish between the coherenc
the excitation and the emission process. For inhom
0031-9007y99y82(5)y1040(4)$15.00
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geneously broadened resonances, additional assumpt
about the coupling between the resonances are neces
Using a similar excitation, Wörner and Shah [6] time re
solved the emission from an MQW with femtosecond u
conversion and found three different components, fro
which two are related to the emission coherence but
not allow for a direct quantification. Interferometric mea
surements of the secondary emission by Birkedal and S
[5] could demonstrate the partly coherent nature of the s
ondary emission. However, the spectral interferometry
used had limited spectral resolution, thus giving no reliab
information for times longer thanø10 ps. Additionally,
the interferometric signal can be obtained only by dete
ing a single mode [5]. Otherwise, different phases of t
emitted field are superimposed, suppressing the interfe
metric signal. The dynamics of different scattered mod
differ substantially due to the statistical nature of Rayleig
scattering, demanding a statistical analysis of many mod
The corresponding intensity fluctuations over the emiss
direction (irregular pattern of bright and dark spots) a
called speckles [8]. Using the intimate relation betwe
coherence and speckles, we propose a novel method
measure the emission coherence: Instead of a two-pulse
terferometry, which demands holographic stability, simp
detect and analyze the speckle features in the emiss
Time-resolved detection of speckles in the coherent no
resonant scattering has been recently reported [9] to a
lyze multiple elastic light scattering.

In the present work, we apply the speckle analys
to semiconductor optics, and time resolve the emiss
coherence after a short-pulse excitation. We presen
quantification of the coherence by a statistical analysis
the speckle pattern. For the exciton system under stu
the inhomogeneous broadening, the state lifetime, and
coherence decay by phonon scattering (pure dephas
can be obtained. The method, however, is not restricted
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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this particular problem and can be applied to character
the coherence of any secondary emission from solid-st
materials. It gives simultaneous information about th
intensity decay, characterized by the lifetimeT1, and the
coherence decay, governed solely by the pure dephas
time T 0

2, and not influenced byT1. It is based on a
linear experimental method and is therefore quite sensiti
Other methods to determine the microscopic damping
inhomogeneously broadened resonances, such as spe
hole burning and photon echo [10] are nonlinear, limitin
their applicability to high excitation densities.

The investigated samples are GaAsyAl 0.3Ga0.7As single
quantum wells (SQWs) with thicknesses of 35, 15, an
8 nm, grown by molecular beam epitaxy. They are plac
in a helium cryostat at a temperature varied between 5 a
40 K. The fundamental hh1-e11s exciton resonance is
excited by optical pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphi
laser of 0.5 to 2 ps pulse length. The secondary emiss
in various directions is passed through a monochroma
and detected by a synchroscan streak camera with a t
resolution of 3 ps (see Fig. 1a). The angular resoluti
achieved by the second dimension of the streak camera
adjusted to resolve a single speckle, i.e., to the diffracti
limit of the emission from the excited area on the samp
The spectral resolution of about 1 meV rejects nonreson
emission, but does not deteriorate the temporal resoluti
All presented data were taken with excitation in Brewst
angle and detection normal to the sample, through
analyzer parallel to the linear excitation polarization.

The directional and temporal emission intensities, a
eraged over more than1010 pulses, are shown in Fig. 1b
for a dominantly radiatively broadened excitonic transitio
(35 nm SQW), a transition with approximately equal ho
mogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening (15 nm SQ
and a dominantly inhomogeneously broadened one (8
SQW). All three sets of data show strong variations alo
the scattering direction (speckle pattern). While this pa
tern is nearly constant in time for the 35 nm SQW, it a
rithmic
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental geometry. (b) Directionally and temporally resolved emission intensity (2 decades loga
grey scale) of a 35, a 15, and an 8 nm GaAs SQW at 5 K and low excitation intensity (ø2 nJycm2, exciting an exciton density of
ø2 3 108 cm22). Ginh is the inhomogeneous broadening (FWHM) of the exciton transition measured independently.
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quires some temporal fluctuations for the 15 nm SQW
which become rather fast for the 8 nm SQW. Accordingl
the time-integrated intensity exhibits speckles only for th
35 nm SQW.

The time-dependent emission intensityIstd consists of
a coherent and an incoherent part,I  Icoh 1 Iinc. We
define the coherencec of the emission as the fraction
c  IcohyI where the average is taken over the scatte
ing directions (at fixed time). WhileIinc has no signifi-
cant variation over the direction,Icoh fluctuates over the
speckles. The latter can be viewed as a sum of field con
butions with statistically independent phases since they
generated by uncorrelated scatterers (see below). Acco
ing to the central limit theorem, a Gaussian distribution
the complex field plane evolves [11]. Consequently, th
related (coherent) intensity will follow an exponential dis
tribution. Adding the nonfluctuating incoherent part, w
arrive at adisplaced exponential distribution,

psId  usZd
1

Icoh
e2Z with Z  sI 2 IincdyIcoh . (1)

Experimental intensity histograms from the 8 nm SQW
are analyzed in Fig. 2a. Displacement and asymmetry
obvious, as expected from Eq. (1). However, a quanti
tive comparison needs to include the finite directional a
temporal resolution in the experiment. We do so by a
eraging overNeff statistically independent contributions
which results in psI, Neffd ~ usZdZNeff21 exps2ZNeffd.
To determine the coherencec, a full statistical analysis of
the data is even not necessary. It suffices to evaluate
intensity variance, since, for any exponential distributio
the variance equals the square of the average. Includ
theNeff average, we havec2  NeffsI 2 Id2yI

2, which is
used to determine the coherence. The full curves in Fig
are generated by determiningIinc and Icoh from average
and variance of the data, keepingNeff  3 fixed, which
corresponds to an angle and time resolution between o
and two speckles.
1041
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FIG. 2. (a) Intensity statistics of the spatial speckles from
8 nm GaAs SQW at various times after excitation, as labele
Symbols: experimental histogram; full curves: theory with pa
rameters deduced from the data; andNeff  3 throughout. Cor-
responding coherencesc are given in the legend. (b) Intensity
correlation functionCst, td at t  10 ps for different SQWs as
a function of time delayt (average over about 200 speckles
Lines are according to the discussed model usings as labeled.

As a model for the1s excitons in a SQW with interface
disorder, we considerN localized states within the exci-
tation focus. The state atRj has a transition frequency
vj , the ensemble of which is assumed to be Gaussian d
tributed (variances) and uncorrelated. Each individua
state is assigned the same polarization decay rate du
radiative loss and phonon dephasing,G  Grad 1 Gphon.
With these ingredients, a kinetic equation for the (nondia
onal) exciton density matrix [12] is derived and solved fo
the emitted intensityIstd after a deltalike excitation pulse
at t  0.

Istd ~ e22Gt 1
N

É
NX

j1

eiqRj2ivj t

É2
1 e22Gradt 2 e22Gt .

(2)

The first term represents the coherent part of the emiss
(q is the wave vector difference between excitation an
detection). Its average over directions is equivalent to
ensemble average and gives the following for largeN :
Icoh  e22Gts1 2 e2s2t2 d. The individual variations over
speckles follow an exponential distribution, as explaine
above. It is the non-self-averaging (or nonergodic [5,13
feature of Eq. (2), which allows a distinction between th
coherent (first term) and incoherent part (last two term
Within the present model, the coherence is

c  s1 2 e2s2t2

dyse2Gphont 2 e2s2t2

d , (3)

which is dominated at timesst . 1 by an exponential
decay with the rate2Gphon. The radiative decay does no
contribute to the loss of coherence.

The temporal speckle dynamics is described by t
directionally averaged intensity correlation over the tim
delayt,

Cst, td 
IstdIst 1 td
Istd Ist 1 td

2 1 , (4)
1042
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which in a time average is known as the temporal secon
order coherence [13]. In the limitst . 1, the model gives
Cst, td  expf2s2t2 2 2Gphonst 1 2tdg. Measured in-
tensity correlations are displayed in Fig. 2b for the SQW
under study, showing a smaller temporal width for na
rower SQWs, in accordance with the larger inhomog
neous broadening.

More generally, all scattering events which remove th
excitation out of the ensemble of radiative states, su
as radiative recombination or phonon scattering into da
states, contribute to the decay of the emission intens
characterized by the intensity decay timeT1 or the related
rateG1  s2T1d21 which replacesGrad above. In contrast,
inelastic scattering in between radiative states leads t
decoherence of the emission, and is quantified by a coh
ence decay timeT 0

2 [rate G
0
2  sT 0

2d21, replacingGphon].
Backscattering from dark states into radiative states w
result in a nonexponential decay of the intensity, and
an increased coherence decay rate. To avoid the influe
of these higher-order processes, we analyze the ini
decay dynamics only. Both rates together determine
microscopic polarization decay as measured, e.g., in fo
wave-mixing experiments, whereas in the present spec
methodG1 andG

0
2 can be disentangled easily.

We investigate the temperature dependence of both p
cesses in the 8 nm SQW. After resonant excitation w
pulses of 1.2 ps width, the time evolution of the resona
emission intensity and its coherence is measured a
displayed in Fig. 3a. From the coherence analysis, we c
deduce the time dynamics of the coherent (Icoh) and inco-
herent (Iinc) emission intensity, as shown in Fig. 3b for th
lattice temperature of 5 K. Here, the intensity decay rate
found to be2G1 ø 1y28 ps, which is faster than the coher
ence decay2G

0
2 ø 1y75 ps. G1 is mainly due to radiative

decay, whileG
0
2 has to be identified with phonon-assiste

dephasing, as shown by the temperature depende
in Fig. 4. For higher temperatures, the intensity an
coherence decays get faster (see Fig. 3a). A linear fit
the coherence decay gives̄hG

0
2  s1.9 6 0.3d meV 1

T s0.46 6 0.04d meVyK, while the initial intensity de-
cay is fitted by h̄G1  s8.6 6 0.5d meV 1 T s0.51 6

0.04d meVyK. The phonon-mediated scattering within th
radiative zone is thus comparable to the outscattering d
to phonons. This suggests that the average energy of
interacting acoustic phonons is comparable to the inhom
geneous linewidth. The total acoustic phonon scatteri
coefficient is s0.97 6 0.1d meVyK (half width at half
maximum), which is smaller than the broadening coe
ficients of about2 meVyK found for the homogeneous
width in wide GaAs quantum wells [14]. The intensity
decay at the lowest temperatures is presumably domina
by the radiative decay withT1  38 6 5 ps.

In general, we observe slower dynamics and long
coherence times than reported [2,3,5], which we relate
themultipleQW structures and the larger exciton densitie
used. The results of [1] are in better agreement w
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FIG. 3. Secondary emission intensity and its coheren
from the 8 nm GaAs SQW for different lattice temperature
(a) Angular averaged total intensityI for T  5, 15, and
30 K (lines), and the corresponding coherencec (symbols)
as a function of time. (b) The measured total intensityI
(full curve) at T  5 K is split into its coherent (dashed
curve) and incoherent parts (dotted curve) using the cohere
from Fig. 5a. Inset: Optical density of the excitonic region
deduced from the measured luminescence at 30 K assum
a Boltzmann distribution of excitons. Dotted curve: spectr
pulse shape.

our findings. However, we found that the polarizatio
assumptions used are not valid for larger inhomogeneo
broadenings.

In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach
measuring the coherence of secondary emission which
lies on the analysis of the spatial speckle pattern. Being
linear optical method, it allows one to determine the cohe
ence in a quantitative manner down to low intensities, a
without the need of an interferometric setup. For the inve
tigated secondary emission of inhomogeneously broaden
excitons in quantum wells, the decoherence rate (phon
scattering) and the intensity decay are measured indep
dently. This represents a clear advantage over two-be
four-wave-mixing experiments where only the sum of bot
(total “dephasing rate”) is determined. The coherence
the emission is not influenced by the lifetime, and the pu
dephasing timeT 0

2 is found to exceed significantly the life-
time T1 at low temperatures in the investigated samples
ce
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FIG. 4. Lifetime rateh̄G1 (circles) and decoherence rateh̄G
0
2

(squares) for the 8 nm GaAs SQW as a function of temperatu
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